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THE UNDERDETERMINATION OF
THEORY BY DATA
W. Newton-Smithand Steven Lukes

I-- W.Newton-Smith
I. THE REALIST THESIS

Can therebe theorieswhich are underdeterminedby all actual and
possibleobservations? That is, can there be logically incompatible
but empiricallyequivalenttheories?In this paper which falls into
three sectionsit will be arguedthat a suitablyrefinedversionof this
questionought to be answeredin the affirmative.In the firstsection
of the paper attention will be drawn to an insufficientlyappreciated reasonfor being interestedin this question. For most recent
discussionrelated to this questionhas focused not on the question
itself but on Quine's notoriousclaim that as all theoriesare underdetermined,translationis indeterminate.If we considerthe current
fashion in the philosophyof science for realismwe will be able to
discern other reasonsfor being interestedin the question. For as I
shall arguegiving an affirmativeanswerto the questionis not compatible with realism as it is standardlyunderstood.In section 2 I
will considerthe argumentsthat have been or might be advanced
for thinkingthat theoriescannot be underdetermined.Having rejected theseargumentsI will seekto establishthat underdetermination can arise by constructingexamples. In the final section I develop two different modificationsthe realist might make in his
position in the face of what will be called the realist's dilemma.
While reasonswill be given for favouring one of these responses,
it will not be possibleto definitelyadjudicatebetween them within
the confinesof the presentpaper.
With the exception of some distinguished authors (among
whom are Kuhn and Feyerabend) it is fashionable to espouse
some form or other of realism.Those who style themselvesrealists
generallysee their position as constitutedby the following four ingredients. First, scientific theories are either true or false and
which a given theory is, it is in virtue of how the world is. In this
context a theory is to be thought of as the deductive closure of a
set of postulatesand to speak the truth or falsity of a theory is to
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talk of the truth or falsityof the conjunctionof the postulates.This
will be called the ontologicalingredientin realism.A second, and
arguably not independent ingredient, which will be called the
causal ingredientis the claim that if a theory is true, the theoretical terms of the theory denote theoretical entities which are
causally responsible for the observable phenomenon whose
occurrenceis evidence for the theory. It would be of small comfort to learn that our theoriesare indeed either true or false representationsof the world if we were precluded from being able to
have rationalegroundsfor believing that any theory is more likely
to have one truth-valuethan the other. And our quite insatiable
desire to know manifestsitself in the third ingredient which will
be cited as the epistemologicalingredient. This is the claim that
we can have warrantedbeliefs (at least in principle)concerning
the truth-valuesof our theories.
Implicit in the characterizationso far developedis the assumption that the goal of the scientificenterpriseis the discoveryof true
explanatorytheories.The reasonablenessof this goal as stated has
seemedto someto be calledinto questionby the fact that the history
of scienceis a graveyard of falsifiedtheories.Indeed, there seemsto
be evidenceto supportthe meta-inductionthat any theoryis found
to be not strictlyspeakingtrue within, say, two hundredyearsof its
being produced. Unless one is willing to take the courageousline
of arguing that things are now or will be much different,the evidence points to the same fate for our currenttheories.And, thus,
it looks as though the exercise of the epistemologicalpower the
realistsassumeswe possesswill always end in a negative verdict.
This might incline us to wonder how rationalit is to pursue a goal
when the evidence is that that goal will never be realised. The
realist counter-moveis to argue that while all theories are false,
some are falser than others. That is, the historically generated
sequenceof theoriesof a maturescience may well be a sequenceof
false theoriesbut it is a sequencein which succeedingtheorieshave
greatertruth-contentand less falsity content than their predecessors. This empiricalthesis, which will be called the thesis of convergence,would, if tenable, renderit rationalto pursuethe goal of
truth for we would at least have some assurance that we were
gettingnearerthe unobtainablegoal.
The thesis of convergencetogether with the ontological, causal
and epistemologicalingredientsconstitutesa sort of minimal common factor among the wide range of philosopherswho in recent
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yearshave advocateda realistconstrualof scientifictheories.These
would include Boyd, HarrY,Hesse, Popper and Putnam among
others. This positionneeds modifying,I shall argue,for as it stands
it presupposesthat the underdeterminationof theory by data
cannot arise.
2. THE UNDERDETERMINATION OF THEORY BY DATA

At this juncturewe need to articulatewith some greaterclaritythe
thesisof the underdeterminationof theoryby data. Quine expresses
the thesisas follows:
Consider all the observationsentences of the language: all
the occasional sentences that are suited for use in reporting
observable events in the external world. Apply dates and
positions to them in all combinations, without regard to
whether observerswere at the place and time. Some of these
placed-time sentences will be true and the others false, by
virtue simply of the observablethough unobservedpast and
future events in the world. Now my point about physical
theory is that physical theory is underdeterminedeven by all
these truths. Theory can still vary though all possibleobservations be fixed. Physical theories can be at odds with each
other and yet compatible with all possible data even in the
broadestsense. In a word, they can be logically incompatible
and empiricallyequivalent.This is a point on which I expect
wide agreement,if only because the observationalcriteriaof
theoreticalterms are commonlyso flexible and fragmentary.2
That is, we have a case of underdeterminationif for some subject matterwe have two theories,T1and T,, which are I) incompatible and 2) both compatiblewith all actual and possible observations. It is essentialto bear in mind the force of the reference to
actual and possible observations.For the thesis is not the uncontentiousclaim that a situationcould arisein which at some moment
of time all observations,text, experimentsmade to date have de
facto left two rival theoriesin the field. For in the context of the sort
of underdeterminationQuine has in mind the outcome of any
possibleobservationwould either supportboth theoriesequally or
count equally againstboth theories.If there can be such situations,
the questionas to which (if either)of the theoriesis true or correct
would be empiricallyundecidable.
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Accordingto Quine all theoriesare underdetermined
by the
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referto this thesis of Quine's as the strong UT thesis.By the weak

UT thesisI will meanthe thesisthat therecan be casesof under-

determination.It is not clear that Quine has any non-questionbegging argument to support this strong contention. Indeed, he
tends quite candidly to offer this as something on which general
agreement can be expected. Not unexpectedly the response
to this contention of Quine's has been one of scepticism. This is

not to saythatsuchskepticism
hasbeenwell-grounded
by the productionof a multitudeof forcefularguments.On the contrary,
discussionconcerningQuine's
whiletherehas been considerable
of translationfollowsfrom the
claim that the indeterminancy
underdetermination
thesis, this thesis itself has receivedscant
attention.No doubtthis is so becausemostwritershave been into retortthat Quine has providedno
clined,not unreasonably,
reasonto thinkthe thesistenable.In thispaperI wantto partially
rectifythis deficiencyon Quine'sbehalfby providinga proofby
exampleof the weakUT thesis.
Onemightwishto objectthat the thesisas formulatedinvolves
that thereis someviabledichotomy
the untenablepresupposition
betweenobservationalpropositionsand theoreticalpropositions.
For Quine takesit that a pair of theoriesare incompatibleyet
equivalentif andonlyif theyagreeon the distribution
empirically
and disoverthe set of observational
of truth-values
propositions
overthe set of theoretical
of truth-values
agreeon the distribution
thatthereis a differencein
Certainlythe assumption
propositions.
kindbetweenobservational
propositionsand theoreticalproposione who deniesthatthereis such
tionsis dubious.Butpresumably
a dichotomywill nonethelessagreethat propositionsvary in the
or theoretical.In this case
degreeto whichtheyareobservational
to
therewill be a spectrumrangingfromthe moreobservational
Thatbeingsowe askof a pairof incompatible
themoretheoretical.
theorieswhere along this spectrumthey differ in the ascriptionsof
truth-values.Whether or not the theories are to be regarded as

divergentwill depend
observationally
equivalentandtheoretically
on wherealong the spectrumone is willingto say we have got
theoreticalenough.And as, ex hypothesi,we are dealingwith a
difference of degree and not a difference of kind this will be a
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matter for decision. In light of this we can reformulatethe underdeterminationthesis as follows: No matter where one fixes the
point demarkingthe observationalfrom the theoretical (so long as
one does not put this point at either end of the spectrum)there can
be (or, in the case of the strong version of UT, must be) theories
which agree on the distributionof truth-valuesto propositionson
the observationalside of that point and disagreeon the ascriptionof
truth-valuesto some propositionson the theoretical side of that
point.
Given that there is no natural bipartite division of the propositions of a scientificlanguage into those that are observationaland
those that are theoretical, the claim that in a particular case we
have underdeterminationwill have to be relativizedto a particular
division. Such a claim may be more or less interestingdepending
on the particulardivision made. The division implicit in the examples to be given is such as to render interestingthe claim that
these constitute cases of underdetermination.In what follows it
is assumedthat some division has been made and the claim that
two theoriesare empiricallyequivalentis to be understoodas the
claim that the theories agree on the distributionof truth-values
over those propositionsdeemed observational.The question arises
as to whether counterfactualobservationalpropositionsshould be
included. For Putnams has objected to Quine's exclusion of
counterfactualobservationpropositionsabout what would have
been the resultsof experimentsthat were not but might have been
performed (an exclusion which Quine's horror of propositions
would lead him to formulate in terms of sentences).This means
that two theories which agreed on the truth-values of noncounterfactual observational propositions while disagreeing on
the truth-valueof counterfactualobservationalpropositionswould
be regardedby Quine as empiricallyequivalentand by Putnam as
empiricallyinequivalent. Except for the following comment this
question will not be further discussedfor my examples are empirically equivalent on Putnam'smore stringentcriterion.To see
the problem which arises if observationalcounterfactualsare included let T1 and T2 be theorieswhich are empiricallyequivalent
in Quine'ssenseand let p be a counterfactualobservationproposition which is assigned a different truth-value by these theories.
Presumably if this is to establish empirical inequivalence for
Putnam theremust be a matterof fact at stakewith regardto p. As
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will be seen later one responseto underdeterminationis to conclude that with regard to those propositionsresponsiblefor the
underdeterminationthere is no matter of fact at stake. One who
makes this responsewould not think there was a matter of fact at
stake with regard to p if the only way to assessthe truth-value of
p was by referenceto these propositions.In view of the fact that
the viability of this response is one of the crucial issues about
underdeterminationit would seem reasonablethat in assessingempirical equivalencethose counterfactualobservationswhose truthvalue can only be assessedby reference to T1 and T. should be
excluded.
Before developing examples of underdeterminationit will be
fruitful to consider three strategies that have been deployed in
arguing against the possibilityof underdetermination.First, it is
easy to see that on certain views of the nature of theories underdeterminationcould not arise. This would, for instance, follow
triviallygiven a reductionistconstrualof theorieswhich treated all
theoreticalpropositionsas translatableinto observationalpropositions. And this result follows almost as trivially if one holds that
what a theoryreally is is more perspicuouslyrepresentedeither by
its Craig replacementor by its Ramsey replacement.'However, in
the absence of convincing reasons for thinking of theories along
the lines of Craig or Ramsey these resultsare of no particularsignificance. Indeed, one might argue that the possibilityof underdeterminationprovidesadditionalsupportfor the claim that Craig
and Ramsey's theories cast no particular light on the nature of
theories.
A second strategy would involve arguing that considerations
other than fit with observationaldata are relevant in deciding between incompatibletheories.An argumentof this form is suggested
by the followingpassagefrom Swinburne'sSpace and Time :
Compatiblewith any finiteset of phenomenatherewill always
be an infinite numberof possiblelaws, differing in respect of
the predictions they make about unobserved phenomena.
Betweensome of these ready experimentaltests can be made,
but experimentaltestsbetween othersis less easy and between
them we provisionallychoose the simplest hypothesis. Evidence that a certainlaw is simplerthan any otheris not merely
evidencethat it is more convenientto hold that suggestedlaw
than any other,but evidencethat the suggestedlaw is true."
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One who thinks with Swinburne that simplicity is a guide to
the truth might hope to decide between rival theories which are
compatiblewith all actual and possibleobservationsby comparing
the theoriesas to simplicity.This will, however,be somewhatproblematic in view of the notoriousdifficultiesinvolved in producing
a reasonablecriterionof relativesimplicity.And then assumingwe
had such a criterionthere is no reason to assume that any pair of
incompatibleempiricallyequivalenttheorieswill be such that one
is simplerthan the other. Indeed, I claim that on any reasonable
criterion of relative simplicity the examples to be developed involve theoriesof equal simplicity.In any event there is no reasonto
think that simplicity is a guide to truth. To have evidence that it
is one would have to have evidence that the world was simple. If
we suppose that there are two rival theories which can only be
chosen between on the groundsof simplicity,we will have already
to have shown that the simpleris more likely to be true in orderto
have evidencethat the world is simplein the requisitesense.Thus,
it is not clearthat there can be any non-question-beggingargument
to support a principle of simplicityin this context. This is not to
say that there are not good reasonsfor preferringthe simpler of
two rivaltheories.For, afterall, it may be easierto manipulatesuch
theories. However, we can agree to this without agreeing that its
being simpler makes it more likely to be true. Simplicity makes
theoriesmore likeable but not more likely to be true. I recognize
that this is a contentious and unsubstantiatedclaim. That need
not concern us here if I am correct in claiming that my sample
theoriesdo not differ with regardto simplicity.
The third strategy is exemplified in the following remark of
Dummett's
Quine's argument for the indeterminancy in the stronger
sense is based on the claim, over which, he says, he expects
wide agreement,that there can be empiricallyequivalentbut
logically incompatible theories ... but the claim is absurd,
becausethere could be nothing to prevent our attributingthe
apparentincompatibilityto equivocation.8
An adequatediscussionof this objectionwould take us far beyond
the confines of this present paper. However, we can at the very
least show that it is not obviousthat the move suggestedby Dummett can alwaysbe made by constructingexampleswhich it would
be unreasonableto treat as casesof equivocation.And perhapswe
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can do slightlybetter than this. Supposewe have a pair of theories
that appear incompatiblebut really constitutea case of equivocation. Let T1 and T, be first-orderformalizationsof these theories
(formalizationswhich stand to the theories as first-orderformal
arithmeticstandsto arithmetic).If we have a case of equivocation,
T, and T, will be more notational variants of one another in the
sensethat thereare definitionalextensionsof and T,, T!' and T'/,
which are such that any theorem of T1' is T,
a theorem of T/' and
vice versa. So if the formalizationsof two theories do not have
common definitional extension satisfying these conditions, the
theoriesdo not consititutea case of equivocation. Given this as a
sufficientcondition of non-equivocation,the examples to be given
are not equivocal.
The crucial assumption on which both examples turn is the
assumption that time does not possess whatever structure or
topology it does possessas a matter of necessity.That is, while we
take time in fact to be linear, continuous, non-ending and nonbeginning, there is no logical or conceptual absurdity or inconsistencyin the suppositionthat it should have some other structure.
This assumptionthat just what structuretime possessesis something that cannot be discoveredby a priori reflectionbut can only
be ascertained by empirical investigation cannot be argued for
within the confines of this paper. However the theories to be
developeddo lend supportto this assumption.'
For the sake of the firstexamplelet us begin by thinking of time
as linear, non-ending and non-beginning.Let us imagine that we
have come to have evidencethat a cyclical cosmologicalmodel best
fits the universe.Thus we are lead to conjecturethat the universeis
a sort of giant accordionthat always has been and always will be
oscillatingin and out. Let us supposefurtherthat as the evidence
comes it tends to support the bolder hypothesis (an hypothesisof
greatercontent in Popper'ssense)that the universeduring any one
periodof oscillationis quite similarto the universeduringany other
period of oscillation. Finally someone casts caution to the winds
and conjectures: The universeis at time toin a state of type So.At
sometime ti in the futurethe universewill again be in the same type
of state So.Further,following time ti the universewill run through
a sequence of states qualitatively identical of states that it runs
throughbetween toand tl. And so on and so on it runs with boring
repetition indefinitely into the future. And similarly, it has run
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which
withthislackof noveltyforeverin thepast. Thisconjecture,
will be calledtheoryT1,is the conjecturethat titneis linearand

cyclical.
historyzsprecisely
thatcanbe made
thatalltheobservations
Underthesupposition
supporttheoryT1we canconstructa rivaltheoryT2whichwillbe
equallysupportedby that data. This LSthe theorythat time is
closed.That is, time has a structurelike that of a circleso that
of
of eachtypeof state.Eachoccurrence
thereisjustoneoccurrence
a particulartype of state,however,lies in both the past and the
thecontrastbetweentheoriesTZandT:in
future.We canrepresent
the diagramgivenbelow-
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There are two pointsaboutthese examplesto which explicit
be made. First,in the storyas told thereis no
referencesShould
between,say, the times ti and t1 by
possibilityof distinguishing
presentat
in the mentalstatesof observers
referenceto differences
thesetimes.Forthestatesof the:universeincludingthementalstates
of consciousbeingsare qualitativelyidenticalat thesetimes.We
can eithersupposethatsomeonepresentat t; diesbeforet1and is
twho,depending
identicalcounteFpart
replacedby a qualitatively
Onwhichthesrywe adopt,is or is not numericallyidenticalto the
penon)orwe cansupposethatthepersonin question
counter-part
hasa continuedexistencebetweenti andt', in whichcasewhathe
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claimsto rememberat t' is exactly what he claims to rememberat
t(. Secondly, the picture associated with the closed time theory
cannot be construedas a picture of the same time occurringagain
and again. To run one fingeraroundthe circle,so to speak,notionally counting the occurrencesof to is to embrace the incoherent
notion that the same time could occur again and again. That is,
it is to combine illegitimately the notions of closed time and of
open time. In closedtime each time is presentbut once. It is simply
that what lies in the future lies in the past and vice versa. Admittedly this is, to say the very least, a most counter-intuitivepicture
of time. But as should be familiarfrom the characterof many successfulscientifictheoriesof the twentieth century, intuitive, common-sensicaljudgmentsmay be very bad guides to the truth both
in the domain of cosmology and in the domain of quantum
mechanics. Perhaps some of the counter-intuitivefeeling is removed when it is realized that we could introduce with the help
of a conventionalstipulation an asymmetricaldirected temporal
relation which is locally transitive but globally non-transitive.
Thus what lies in the local future does not lie in the local past and
vice versa.
The theoryT, will commenditselfto one who-operating under
the initial assumptionthat time is linear-reasons as follows. There
is nothing that distinguishesthe time t' in the future when the
universewill be in state Sofrom the time t', the present time, at
which the universeis in state So. For whatever is true of the time
t' is true of the time t4.Consequentlythe best conjectureto make
is that the time t' is identicalwith the time t. In making this conjecture one is dropping the initial assumptionthat time is linear
and replacingit by the assumptionthat time is closed.
T, and T, are clearlyincompatibletheories.However, the data
that support T1support T, equally. The advocates of T1 find that
the data are exactly what would be expected if T, were true. The
data in this case consist of support for the conjecture that the
universewill in the future be in a state qualitativelyidentical with
the currentstate. However, these data are exactly what the advocate of T, would expect given the truth of T2. He too expects that
there is in the future a. state qualitativelyidentical to the present
state. So, in the imagined context, the choice between theories T,
and T, is empirically undecidable. The difference between the
theoriesis shown by the fact that given T, the future time at which
the universewill be in a statequalitativelyidenticalwith the present
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state is a time distinct from the present time and, on the other
hand, given T, this future time at which the universeis in a state
qualitativelyidentical with the state it is in at presentis the same
time as the presenttime.
It is important to note that the two theories in question ascribe
non-isomorphicstructuresto time. That is, there is no one-one
orderpreservingmap between a structurehaving the topology of a
closed curve and a structurehaving the topology of an open curve.
It is this fact which guaranteesthat TI is not a mere notational

variantof T2.
It mightbe arguedthatthe choicebetweenthesetheoriescanbe
decidedby non-empiricalmeans.For instance,some have held
thatclosedtimeis incoherenton thegroundsthatit is truein virtue
of what we mean by 'past','present'and 'future'that no event
can at the sametime be past,presentand future.In closedtime
whenan eventis present,it is thenalsopastandfuture.However,
evengrantingthe claimaboutwhatwe meanby theseworldsthis
doesnot showclosedtime to be incoherent.Whatthe argument
in fact showsis that if we are to adequatelycharacterizeclosed
timewe needto replacethe simpletensesof ordinarylanguageby
more complextenses."It has, on the other hand, been argued'
that non-empiricalconsiderationscould decide the issue in
favourof closedtime. For instance,somehave takenit to be a
necessarytruththatif whateveris trueat timetois trueat timet,, tx
is the sametimeas towherethe scopeof the quantifieris restricted
withoutreferenceto the times
thatcanbe expressed
to propositions
toand t1.If that were so, theoryT"(opentime, cyclicalhistory)
wouldbe incoherent.However,it willnot do in thiscontextto rule
out T, by claimingthat the specializedform of the identityof
indiscernibles
given aboveis a necessarytruth.For it is just this
sort of situation(open time and cyclicalhistory)that tests this
claim.Indeed,I wouldarguethat the principlecannotbe necessarilytrueon the groundsthatT, is an intelligibletheory.The two
thatmight
abovearebuta sampleof the considerations
arguments
be introducedin an attemptto showthat the choicebetweenT,
and T, canbe decidedby non-empirical
means,giventhatT, and
T, bothfit the observabledata.And the acceptabilityof this as a
is conditionalon the
genuineexample of underdetermination
assumptionwhich cannotbe justifiedwithinthe confinesof this
factorswhichwoulddecide
paperthatthereareno non-empirical
the issue.
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Before leaving this example I want to introduce an heuristic
device for thinking about this situation to which I will return
below. To this end considertwo possibleworldsA and B. We stipulate that in world A time is linear and historyprecisely cyclical so
that a theory of the type T, is true of this world. We stipulate that
in world B time is closed so that a theory of the type T2 is true of
world B. We assume also that the entire set of states constituting
world B is qualitativelyidentical with the sequenceof statesin any
one oscillationof worldA. Imagine that you are to be placed in one
of theseworlds.You will not be told which worldit is. The question
then is-just what possibleobservationcould you make to ascertain
whetheryou are in world A or in world B? My suggestionhas been
that there is nothing you could do. While these are very different
kinds of worldsthe questionas to which world it is that you are in
is empiricallyundecidable.
The theoriesconsideredabove do serve to make the point that
the choice between theories can be empirically undecidable. It
must, however, be admitted that these theoriesare not rich in explanatorycontentnor are they nor have they ever been regardedas
respectabletheories about the actual world. Consequentlyit is of
interestto considerwhetheran empiricallyequivalentbut logically
incompatible rival can be generated for a rich and sometime
respectibletheory such as Newtonian mechanics. To see that this
is possible we must first note some salient features of Newtonian
mechanics.If one developsa rigorousaxiomatizationof Newtonian
mechanics it is necessary to postulate that space and time are
continuous.That is, that the instantsof time have the order type
of an intervalof the realnumberline as do the pointsof space along
a given direction.This assumptionis made as we wish to represent
the motion of a particle by a continuous function, the position
function, from real numbers (representingtime) to triples of real
numbers (representingpositionin space).This guaranteesthat the
differential of the position function is well-defined and licenses
us to represent Newtonian mechanics by means of a family of
differentialequationsincluding for instance

dF=

md2x(t)

dt"
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If on the contrary,we have assumedspace and time to be merely
dense and not continuous (i.e., that the instants of time are
isomorphicto an intervalof rationalnumbers)we could not adopt
Newtonian mechanics for the notion of a differential would not
be applicable.
The assumptionsof continuity mean that, restrictingattention
to point particles,we are assumingthat the historyof the motion of
such a particle describedin a particularframe of reference is to
be representedby a set of ordered four-tuples of real numbers.
However, when we directly measure duration or length we will
never have occasion to use anything other than rational values.
For any techniqueof measurementhas some limit of accuracyand
will be accurate only up to some finite number of decimal places.
As a terminatingdecimal can be representedby a fractionwe need
only the rationalnumbersin assigningvaluesto a directlymeasured
parameter. There is just no technique one could follow which
would lead one to record the resultsof an actual measurementby
means of a non-terminating,non-repeatingdecimal, i.e., by a nonrational real. In gatheringevidence for Newtonian mechanicswe
will assign a rational value to the time at which the particle has
some location which is assigneda triple of rationalvalues. Putting
these values into the equationswill lead to a prediction about the
positionof the particleat some latertime. The predictionmay well
generate non-rational values for the parameters. However, on
checking the prediction we will assign only rational values to the
parameters.If these values approximateto the predicted values
this would be regardedas evidencefor Newtonian mechanics.
The precedingconsiderationsreveala sensein which Newtonian
mechanicsgoes beyond all actual and possibledata. For while the
data consistof assignmentsof rationalvalues to the parametersin
question,it is part of the theorythat the parameterstake real values
which in some cases will be non-rationalreals. This prompts the
speculation that one could develop a rival theory with the same
explanatory power which does not go beyond the data in this
regard. Such a theory which will be called Notwen's mechanics
can be developed. However, within the confines of this paper I
will not be able to do more than provide a programmaticsketch
of what would be involved in developing such a theory. We can
think of Notwen as someone who shares Newton's general ideas
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about the relations between force, mass, acceleration etc. However, Notwen wishing to have a more parsimonious ontology
assumesthat space and time are dense but not continuous.Consequentlyhe does not avail himself of differentialequationsin specifying the theory but characterizesthe theory in termsof difference
equationswhich unlike differentialequations involve only operations that are closed in the rationals, Notwen's force law will be
given as follows:
m [x(t+2h)-2x

(t+h)+x(t)]

In effect Notwen's mechanics deals with average velocities and
accelerations rather than instantaneous velocities and accelerations. The 'h' in the equation above representsa rational interval
over which the averagesare being taken. By taking h sufficiently
small Notwen's equationscan be made to approximatethe Newtonian ones as closelyas one likes. It is importantthat in specifyinghis
theory, Notwen does not specify a particularvalue for h. Rather,
his claim is that there is some rationalvalue h for which the theory
will fit all the data.
To have an adequatetheoryof mechanicsone needs to do more
than develop a system of difference equations which mirror the
empiricalpredictionsof the system of differentialequationswhich
constitutethe core of Newtonian mechanics. One needs in addition, for instance, to assumea geometryfor space. Notwen cannot
avail himselfof a differentialgeometrysuch as Euclideangeometry
for that involves continuity assumptions.From Notwen's point of
view it would be nice if one could develop a difference geometry
analogous to Euclidean geometry. There are, however, certain
technical problems involved in this project. For in standard
measure theory it is not possible to give non-trivial measuresfor
denumerablyinfinitesets.And underthe densityassumptionsthere
will only be a denumerablyinfinite set of temporal instants and
spatialpoints. I am inclinedto regardthis as a mathematicalproblem which it would be interestingto attempt to solve. However,
even if this problemshouldprove intractable,it is not a decisiveobjection to Notwen. For Notwen could use the full range of mathematical techniques employedby Newton. In this case, in using an
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interval of the real number line in representing,for instance, the
instants of time in an interval of time, Notwen would regard the
non-rationalreals as specifyingideal elements added for heuristic
purposes and not as specifying actual instants of time. Only the
rational reals would be regarded as identifying instants of time.
That is, Notwen only affirmsthe existence of some of the items
talked about in his theory. Talk of the other items is a convenient
fictionaldevice.
Notwen's theory with its postulationof merely dense space and
time and Newton's theory with its postulationof continuousspace
and time are clearly incompatible.However the theories are empirically equivalent in the sense that an observation counts for
(against) Newton if and only if it counts for (against) Notwen.
Notwen and Newton will testtheirtheoriesby measuringthe values
of the parametersand plugging these values into the equationsto
generatepredictions.As was noted, the measuredvalueswith which
they both begin will be representedby rationalnumbers.In a world
in which Notwen'stheoryis successfula test of Notwen'stheorywill
involve predictionsof rational values for parameterswhich subsequent measurementsupports.In this test Newton may predict the
parameterto have a nearby non-rationalvalue. However the subsequently measuredrational value will be regardedas supporting
the theory in virtue of being an approximationto the true value.
On the other hand, if Newton's theory is borne out Notwen can
find a value of h which is such that his theory is confirmedby the
observationsconfirmingNewton. In a similarvein we can see that
observationswhich are disconfirmingof one theory will be disconfirmingof the other theory.Thus, the choice between these theories
is an empiricallyundecidablematter.
It may be objected that I have not establishedthat no empirical
discoverycould decide between these two pairs of theorieson the
groundsthat the historyof physicsrevealsthe relevanceof certain
wider, more general empiricalgroundsthan I have consideredfor
holding one theory to have greater verisimilitude than a rival
theory. To see how this objection might be developed consider
a situationin which the actual availableobservationaldata underdeterminethe choice between two rival theories. It might be that
there is a more generaltheory of wider scope in which only one of
these theoriescan be embedded. Given that the wider theory has
some degree of empiricalsuccessit would be reasonableto opt for
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thetheorycompatiblewiththattheory.Zaharhasrecentlyargued"
that in go905
the availabledata underdetermined
the choicebetweenSpecialRelativityandtheLorentzether-drift
theorybutthat
the
be
in a gravitaor
could
embedded
was
only
SpecialTheory
tionaltheory(theGeneralTheoryof Relativity),andthatthisconstitutesthe empiricalgroundsfor preferringEinsteinto Lorentz.
Thissituationmightwellarisein relationto myfirstexample.Forit
mightbe thatonlyoneof the two rivaltheoriesis compatiblewith
the besttotalphysicaltheorywe can devisewherethattheoryas it
turnsoutdoesnothave,asfaraswe cantell,an empirically
equivalent rival.Whilethisis a possibility,thereis no reasonto assume
a priorithatthebesttotalphysicaltheory(iftherebe sucha theory)
will decidebetweenthe rivalhypothesesor that thereis a unique
best total theoryas opposedto two empiricallyequivalentrival
totaltheoriesone of whichfavoursthe closedtime hypothesisthe
otherof whichfavoursthe opentimehypothesis.ConsequentlyI
am inclinedto concedethatI havenot establishedmy exampleto
be definitelya genuinecase of underdetermination.
However,it
doesserveto establishthatthereis no reasonto assumethatsucha
situationcannotarise.Andthustheballisputbackintothe courtof
is not possible.
one who insiststhatunderdetermination
In any eventthisstyleof objectiondoesnot seemto have force
againstmy secondexample.Forit wouldseemthata moregeneral
theorywill decidein favourof, say, continuoustime only if it
involvessomecontinuitypostulatesor other.And, usingthe devices I employed,one could constructan empiricalequivalent
rival of that theorywhich employedmere densityassumptions.
Thistheorywouldthendecidein favourof the densebut not continuousspaceand time. So regressto moregeneraltheoryin the
caseof this examplewill leavethe exampleas a genuinecase of
underdetermination.
3.

THE REALIST DILEMMA

Given that there can be casesof the underdeterminationof theory
by data, realismas characterizedhas to be rejected.For given that
all actual and possibledata relevantto some subjectmatter S falsify all theories for S except the incompatible theories T1 and T2
both of which fit the data equallywell, the ontologicalingredientin
the realistposition leads the realistto hold that there is something
in virtue of which either T, is true or T, is true. However, ex
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hypothesi,nothing is going to count in favour of T1 over T. and
vice versa. In this context nothing could count as the evidence for
thinkingthat T1is more likely to be true than false. This is incompatible with the epistemologicalingredient in the realist position
which hold out the hope (at least in principle)of having warranted
beliefsconcerningthe truth-valueof our theories.To use one of our
examples--the realistwants to hold both that the world is such that
either time is closed or it is not and that we can come to have
evidence concerning which it is. However, we have seen that in
some contextsthis is not possible.
At this juncture something has to give. One might try, on the
one hand, to weaken the ontological ingredient. Or, on the other
hand, one might try to weaken the epistemological ingredient.
Initially anyone with realist sympathiesinclines to respondto the
dilemma by weakening the epistemological ingredient. One so
inclined will insist that all scientific propositions have determinate truth-valuesand, while maintainingthat in most cases we
can (in principle) have warranted beliefs concerning the truthvaluesof ourpropositions,it will be concededthat this doesnot hold
for the non-empty class of empirically undecidable propositions.
The reasonthis responseseems to be the most plausible,indeed to
be the only plausible response, lies in the following two factors.
First,if one has any sympathywith a realistposition one will have
adopted a 'correspondence'theory of truth, in the sense that a
propositionis true or false in virtue of how the world is. Secondly,
we tend to believe in the Law of Bivalencewhich amounts to the
claim that any propositionis either true or false. We cannot abandon a 'correspondence'theory of truth without entirelyextinguishing the spiritof realism.And given that thereare at most two truthvalues, and given that if a proposition has one truth value its
negation has the other truth-value, a commitment to bivalence
amounts to a commitment to the Law of the Excluded Middle
(hereaftercited as LEM). Having a robustsense of common sense
we don't see how we can abandon LEM. For it is, after all, one of
the immutables in virtue of being a law of logic. (If you can't
believe that what can you believe?) But these two ingredients
basically constitute the ontological ingredient of realism. For
example, by appeal to LEM we assert that either time is closed
or it is not closed. And by appeal to the correspondencetheory of
true we concludethat there is somethingabout the world in virtue
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of which one or other of these alternativesis true. So the only way
out of the dilemma seemsto involve supposingthat there are facts
concerningwhich we can have no evidence. Now this responseto
which we seem driven is not entirely implausible. For surely it
might be retortedthat it was a piece of not inconsiderablearrogance in the firstplace on the part of the human intellect to assume
that all there is to be known can be known by finite beings such as
ourselves.This response,which I will call the Ignorance Response,
involvesmaintainingthat those propositionsresponsiblefor underdeterminationare either true or false. It is conceded that with regard to these propositionswe could not possibly have evidence
concerning their truth-value. As such this response involves embracingthe possibilityof inaccessiblefacts-facts concerningwhose
obtaining or non-obtainingwe could have no information.
Alternativelya realistmight respondto the underdetermination
of theoriesby restrictingthe scope of his realism in the following
sense. Given a context in which some propositionP is empirically
undecidable, the assumptionthat either P is true or P is false is
withdrawn.As the realistholds that to be true (false)is to be true
(false)in virtueof how the world is, this responseinvolvesdropping
the assumptionthat thereis somethingabout the world in virtue of
which P is true or somethingabout the world in virtue of which P
is false.That is, insteadof supposingthat thereare inaccessiblefacts
in virtue of which P is either true or false, we conclude that the
world is simply indeterminate with respect to P. This response
will be called the arrogance responsefor it amounts to holding
that if we cannot know about somethingthere is nothing to know
about.
Considerthe first example of an empiricallyundecidable propositionin light of these alternativeresponses.Many have a strong
inclinationto say of such a possibleworld that in it time either is
closed or it is open-and that is that. Either the future occurrence
of some state is a new and different occurrenceof that state (i.e.,
time is open) or it is numericallythe same occurrence (i.e., time
is closed).Eithertime is such that it is like a closedcurve or it is such
that it is like an open curve. In makingthis response(the ignorance
response)we are taking underdeterminationas pointing only to
our inability to have evidence concerningwhich of these possibilities actually obtains. That is, we have a case of inaccessiblefacts.
One who makes the arroganceresponsewill regard the heuristic
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device I introducedin the discussionof the possibleworld as inadmissible.The device in question involved us in imagining that we
had been placed in one of a pair of possibleworlds (in one of which
time is closedand in one of which time is open).Such a move would
be judged illegitimateby one inclined to make the arroganceresponse on the grounds that one is just not entitled to make these
stipulations.For thereis no determinatestateof affairswhich either
obtains or does not obtain whose obtaining would make it true
that time is closed. The set of facts constitutiveof the one world, it
would be claimed, is the same as the set of facts constitutiveof the
other world, and in that set of facts thereis no fact answeringto the
propositionthat time is closed and there is no fact answeringto
the propositionthat time is open.
One who makes the arroganceresponsein the face of an empirically undecidable proposition P will not be willing to assert
that either it is the case that P or it is not the case that P, and is
therebycommittedto denying LEM to have the statusof a genuine
law of logic. On the other hand, one who makes the ignorance
responseis likelyto invokethe claim that LEM is a genuinetruth of
logic in attemptingto justify his claim that there is a matterof fact
at stake with regard to P-a matter of fact which is inaccessible.
Consequentlyone inclinedto the arroganceresponsemay well wish
to avail himselfof the interestingargumentsDummett has explored
for not assertingLEM.
The consequencesof this line of argument strike some as implausible.For there are many casesin which our intuitive inclination is to asserta substitutioninstanceof LEM (e.g., Either a city
will be built at the North Pole some day or a city will never be
built at the North Pole) where, given the line of argument we
explored by Dummett, we would not be entitled to do this. However, there is a weakerstrategywhich might be deployed by someone to vindicate the arroganceresponsewithout embracingthese
apparentlyimplausibleconsequences.To develop this strategywe
need first to rememberthat we are dealing with propositionsand
contexts in which those propositionsare empiricallyundecided in

the sensethat fixingthe truth-valueof all observationsentences
leavesthe truth-valueof those propositionsopen. For instance,
the firstexampleof underdetermination
providessucha proposition (thattimeis closedandhistoryis unique)and sucha context.
One inclined,as I am, to the arroganceresponseseesno reasonto
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admit in such a context the requisite inaccessible facts. Thus,
without assertingthat there can be no inaccessiblefacts, one asksof
one makingthe ignoranceresponsewhat his groundsare for asserting that there are inaccessiblefacts which either make it true that
time is closed etc., or make it true that time is open, etc., (we are
assumingthat all other alternativeshave been excluded so that the
only way in which time can fail to be closedis if it is open).
It will not do for the advocateof the ignoranceresponseto appeal
to LEM. For what is in question is just whether LEM holds for
empiricallyundecidablepropositions.Consequentlyit is not clear
what could possiblycount as a reason for thinking that there is a
matterof fact (a matterof inaccessiblefact) at stakehere. For there
is nothing that would be explained by the suppositionthat there
are such facts. And that being so, we shouldpreferthe ontologically
weaker position which does not assert the existence of such facts.
This means restrictingthe scope of LEM to exclude empirically
undecidablepropositions.If the underdeterminationof theory by
data is a relativelyrare phenomenonthis will not mean a very extensive restriction.The limited scope of the restrictionarisesfrom
the assumptionthat there is a matter of fact at stake with regard
to any observationalproposition.Given this assumptionwe can still
assert,for example, that either a city will be built some day at the
North Pole or a city will never be built at the North Pole. For a
distributionof truth-valuesover the set of all observationalpropositions will determine the truth-value of 'There will be a city
built some day at the North Pole'. One who deniesthis assumption
will have to embracea more extensiverestrictionon LEM.
To opt for the arrogance response means ceasing to regard
empirically undecidable propositions as expressing hypotheses
about the facts. Consequentlythe onus is on who so opts to give an
account of the r1le those propositionsplay in the theoriesthat contain them. One possibility is that these propositions should be seen

as serving to specify a mode of descriptionor general framework
within which the hypothesesabout the facts are to be expressed.
That is, for instance,one who assertsthat time is continuousis not
makinga guessabout the facts but is opting for a particularnet for
catching the facts. All the facts that there are can be expressedin
terms of this framework; or, equally they can be expressed in terms
of the rival frameworkbased on the treatment of time as merely
dense.This possibilitywill have to be exploredelsewhere.My concern now is only to note the need of some such account.
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My primaryaim in this paper has been to produce reasonsfor
thinking that the weak UT thesis holds. A consequenceof this is
that the realistconstrualof scientifictheories,as not uncommonly
understoodby philosophersof science,is untenable. For given UT
the ontologicaland the epistemologicalingredientsin realismcannot be simultaneouslysatisfied.' Two differentmodifications(the
ignoranceand the arroganceresponses)that the realistmight make
in the face of this dilemmahave been noted and a reasonwas given
for favouringthe arroganceresponse.Consequentialmodifications
are requiredin the specificationof the causal ingredientand in the
thesis of convergence as these depend on the ontological and
epistemologicalingredients. The two modified forms of realism
while quite differenthave much in common including the difficult
and pressingproblems of providing an analysis of verisimilitude
and a defence of the convergencethesis,difficultieswhose exploration will have to await anotheroccasion.
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THE UNDERDETERMINATION OF
THEORY BY DATA
W. Newton-Smithand Steven Lukes
II-StevenLukes
In responding to Newton-Smith's paper, I shall first raise some
difficultiesarising from his own presentationof his case; second,
I shall advance a number of reasons why the underdetermination of theory by data might be thought to be, if anything, more
acute in the social than in the natural sciences; and third, I shall
suggest that, in the case of the latter, this very way of formulating the issuemay be misleading,if not mistaken.
I
There are, as I see it, four difficultiesinternal to Newton-Smith's
account, whose non-resolutionrenders both his formulation of
the problem and his conclusionsless than fully convincing. These
are general difficulties unrelated to his two examples. I must
leave the discussion of these to experts on time and spacethough I suspect that the second is more telling than the first.
First, there is the question of the scope of the observations
which may be said to underdeterminecontending theories. Newton-Smith writes of underdetermination"by all actual and possible observations".But what is the force of 'and possible' here?
How is the class of possible observationsto be delimited?A clue
to Newton-Smith's answer is to be found in his postulation that
the distributionof truth-valuesover the set of all observational
propositionsis assumed to be fixed. Presumably, then, the class
of possibleobservationswill consistin those that could, but have
not and will not, be made, given all the states of affairs that
have been, are and will be in the actual world. We are to imagine all indicative non-counterfactual placed-time observation
sentences as having fixed truth-values: those reporting unobserved events specify possible observations.
There is, of course, a counterfactualelement in what I shall
call this narrower class of possible observations, since no observer will have observed the events. But what about the wider
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class of possible observations,given by counterfactual observational propositions? Newton-Smith himself remarks that the
"questionarisesas to whether counterfactualobservationalpropositions should be included". Quine excludes them; Putnam
includes them. Newton-Smith, in offering his two exemplary
theories, follows Putnam, claiming that they are "empirically
equivalent on Putnam's more stringent criterion".
Three questions suggest themselves here. First, why draw the
line between the narrower and wider class of possible observations? Presumablybecause many people (though not all) would
agree that there is a matter of fact at stake with respect to the
narrowerbut not the wider class. With regard to the former, we
have grounds for believing that, if we had been appropriately
located, we would have ascertainedthe truth-value of the observation sentences through observation; with regard to the latter,
our sole means of determining their truth-value is through
theory. But different theorists, advancing rival theories, may
share a further theory such that they agree that there is a matter
of fact at stake and thus that the truth-value of the counterfactual propositionscan be established.And even if this is not so,
many will continue to think that there is a matter of fact at stake
in relation to (some if not all) propositions of the wider class:
the fact that we might not (yet) have a theory warranting this
belief does not renderit untrue.
Second, one may wonder whether rival theories are indeed
empirically equivalent if they agree on the truth-values of the
propositionsof the narrowerbut not the wider class. Does this
not give too weak a notion of empirical equivalence?At the very
least, should not some inroad into the wider class be made?
Third, our confidence that we know how to draw the distinction between the narrowerand the wider class itself relies upon
the independence of the distributionof truth-values over observational propositionsand the making of observations.But what
if the very making of observationsitself affects what is observed?
This is, of course, a particularproblem in the social sciences. At
the very least, it suggeststhat a further reason for regarding the
distinction between the narrower and wider class of possible
observationswith suspicion,for, to the extent to which it applies,
the narrower class of observation sentences with fixed truthvalues specifying observable but unobserved events will be
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further narrowed. Here, in a sense, the wider class is making inroads into the narrower.
The second difficulty internal to Newton-Smith's argument
concerns his treatment of the distinction between observational
and theoretical propositions. Recognizing that the assumption
that there is a difference in kind between them is dubious, he
proposes as a solution the supposition of "a spectrum ranging
from the more observational to the more theoretical". While
sympathetic to this move, I confess to finding the notion of 'degrees' of theoreticalnessobscure and to doubting whether we
have a single scale here. If there is force in the argument that all
observational propositions, indeed all factual propositions are
theory-laden-that, as Lakatos puts it, "a factual proposition is
only a special kind of theoretical proposition"1--thenit is not
clear in what sense observationalpropositionsare any less theoretical than non-observationalpropositions.This point, as we shall
see, is particularly important in relation to the social sciences.
My own view is that Newton-Smith's'spectrum'is probablybest
seen as capturing degrees of distance from (theoreticalbut unrevisable) propositionsexpressedin a Strawsonian material-object
language, essential features of which are indispensable to all
human communities.'
The third difficulty concerns Newton-Smith's concluding inclination in favour of the arrogance rather than the ignorance
response,on the groundsthat an "ontologicallyweaker position"
is to be preferredwhich does not assert the existence of inaccessible facts. But why is it to be preferred?Newton-Smith himself
argues persuasively,earlier in his paper, against using the notion
of simplicity as a criterion of theory choice, partly on the
grounds that "there is no reason to think that simplicity is a
guide to the truth". We do not have any compelling reason to
suppose that the world is simple in the requisite sense. Why
should an exactly parallel argument not hold for ontological
weakness? Just as the sorts of cases here outlined themselves
serve to test Leibniz's principle of the identity of indiscernibles
and the Law of the Excluded Middle, so also do they test
Ockham'sRazor. Its relative ontological weaknessmay make the
arroganceresponse more likeable, but no more likely to be correct.
The fourth difficultyis a simple puzzle to which I see no clear
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answer. The subject under discussionis the underdetermination
of theory by data, but why suppose data in any case 'determine'
theories? Many philosophers of science have supposed that
theories determine, in the sense of entail, data, but who has
supposed that a given set of data, however large, entails one
and only one theory? If this is right, why then should we be surprised to learn that more than one theory is consistent with the
same data? Perhaps we should rather be surprisedthat there are
not moretheoriesthan thereappearto be that are so consistent!
Here Newton-Smith would seem to have two possible moves.
First, he might proffer a sense of 'determine'short of, or alternative to, logical entailment,in order to justify the expectation that
theories might be supposed to be uniquely constrained by the
data. Or he might argue that the force of 'all actual and possible
observations'is such as to render the logical entailment of a
single theory a plausible expectation--perhaps on the grounds
that the data would be infinite. This, however, takes us back to
the firstdifficultyI raised above.
II
I turn now to the question of the underdetermination(in the
sense of the weak UT thesis) of social theories. Let us at this
point recall the relevant passage from Quine:
Consider all the observationsentences of the language: all
the occasional sentences that are suited for use in reporting
observable events in the external world. Apply dates and
positions to them in all combinations, without regard to
whether observerswere at the place and time. Some of these
placed-timesentenceswill be true and the othersfalse, by virtue simply of the observable though unobserved past and
future events in the world. Now my point about physical
theory is that physicaltheory is underdeterminedeven by all
these truths. Theory can still vary though all possible observations be fixed. Physical theories can be at odds with each
other and yet compatible with all possible data even in the
broadestsense. In a word, they can be logically incompatible
and empiricallyequivalent.This is a point on which I expect
wide agreement,if only because the observationalcriteria of
theoreticalterms are commonlyso flexible and fragmentary.'
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The concludingsentenceof this passagealreadysuggestsa
shouldbe moreacutein the
firstreasonwhy underdetermination
social than in the natural sciences.If it is true of physical
theoriesthat "the observationalcriteriaof theoreticaltermsare
how much morelikely
commonlyso flexibleand fragmentary",
is it to be true of socialtheories?There are probablyfew terms
in the socialscienceswhoseexpungingfromthe lexiconhas not
been advocatedby somebody,on the groundsof persistentdisagreementand confusionover definitionand application.Consider, more or less at random, say, 'social system', 'class',
'deviance'and 'r8le'in sociology;'politicalsystem','state','political culture'and 'power'in politicalscience;'religion','symbol',
'culture'and 'kinship'in social anthropology;and 'capital',
'value','utility'and 'consumersurplus'in economics.Often such
surrogatefor properlytheoretical
disputesare an unsatisfactory

disagreements,and often the lament is heard that, if only the
conceptual questions could be solved, one could get on with the
real businessof theorizing.
This situation arises not just because of the less rigorous and
less developed state of the social, as compared to the natural,
sciences--whetherthis be due to the intractabilityof many social
phenomena to scalar measurement,to their complexity or their
instability, to the inherent difficultiesof replication and experimentation, to the openness of systems, to ineradicable experimental interference with the data, or whatever. Social theories
are themselvespartly constitutiveof the very reality being theorised about, so that the actors' beliefs and actions are themselves
already going to embody theories with which other actors'
theories and the observer'stheory, and indeed other observers'
theories may well conflict. Hence the observationalcriteria are
going to have to include decision rules for adjudicating between
such contending theories, and how can these be definitively

established?
The old behaviouristway out of this dilemmawas to narrow
down the notion of 'observabledata' to events and processes
which were separablefrom and neutralbetweencontendinginBut few couldnow seriouslymaintainthat this is a
terpretations.
genuineway out. The data of the sciencesof man are already
involvesa further
andtheirobservation
necessarily
pre-interpreted
of
in
a
"double
hermeneuThere
is, short,
process interpretation.
tic" involved,even in the most purportedlyhard-nosedsocial
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inquiry.' This raises an inevitable problem of indeterminacy, of
which more below. Here let it suffice to observe that the fixity
and the completenessof the observationalcriteria of theoretical
terms is jeopardised,first by the fact that, among other things,
they are themselves in dispute, among actors, among observers
and between actors and observers,and, second, by the fact that
observation of social phenomena, involving agents' desires, beliefs and actions, always and ineradicablyinvolves interpretation
on the part of the observer.
The second reason for holding that underdetermination is
more acute in the case of social theorieshas to do with the divergent interestsof those who espouse them. Social theories come in
overall,though not incommensurable,packages,involving methodological and epistemologicalbut also moral and political positions, which are therefore also at issue in theoretical disputes.
This is why social scientistsso frequently seem to be examining
the roots, rather than reaping the fruits, of their own and others'
work. One central difference between the social and the natural
sciences is that the history of the latter suggests what one might
call a 'filtering process' by which contending theories and positions are filtered out, leaving one, or in some few cases, a small
number of contendersin the field. Perhaps one reason for this is
that they typically share background assumptionsin a way that
the social sciencesdo not, because they have a common cognitive
interest in the prediction and control of the object world--in
knowing how to bring about or avoid the explanandum.5
Mary Hesse has made this point most persuasively,writing of
the "pragmatic criterion of predictive success"' which, as successful prediction accumulates,filters out both simplicity criteria
and other value judgments, overriding all other possible criteria
of theory choice. There is thus a "filtering-out mechanism"
which "has been powered by universal adoption of one overriding value for natural science, namely the increasingly successful
prediction and control of the enviroment".7The method of
natural science is, on this view, like a computer programme "designed to process enviromental data and to learn to make successful predictions":'the criteria of success of such a device can
be made independentof the computer'slanguage system.
If this argumentis plausible, then the absence of such a filtering device in the social sciences (perhapsbecause "there will be
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and sometypesof data whichdo not permit
someenvironments
learningby any computerof limitedcapacity"')cannotbe attributedto theirimmaturity.Contendingtheorieswill be governed
interby different,thoughnot exclusive(indeedcomplementary)
be
On this argument,underdetermination
ests."0
may explained
of all explanationreby the argumentthat the interest-relativity
veals continuingdisagreementin the social as opposedto the
naturalsciencesbecauseof persistingdifferencesamongstudents
of social life as to what requiresand what constitutesexplanation. Hessesuggeststhat "Thereare not at present,and perhaps
can neverreasonablybe expectedto be, generaltheoriesin the
social sciencesthat satisfythe pragmaticcriterion... namely,
theoriesthat provideincreasinglysuccessfulpredictionand control in the social domain"."Perhapsso, or perhaps,rather,the
very possibilitythat such theoriesmay be developeditselfrepresents a doom-ladenprospect,that of a kind of one-dimensional
object-world,or Weberianironcage,an interestin whoseavoidance is centralto the socialscientist'stask.
The thirdreasonwhy socialtheoriesmightbe held to be subin ways in which natural science
ject to underdetermination
theoriesarenot is, unlikethe firsttwo, a matterof degree,not of
kind. It is this: that in so far as the incompatibilitybetween
theorieslies in theirdivergencesover counterfactual
claims,this
raises quite peculiarproblemsof validationin social inquiry.
This argumentis, of course,closelytied to the firstdifficultyinternalto Newton-Smith's
argumentraisedabovein SectionI. I
claimsare takento be
am assumingherethat the counterfactual
of
observationaldata.
the
part of the theories,ratherthan part
theoretical
the
This is reasonableenoughwhere
disputesoccur
to
be
possiblebut does not
preciselyover what is claimed
constraints
of
the
the
upon and enscope
happen,that is over
whence
they derive.'
ablingconditionsof what occurs,and
scientist's
Recallthe storyLakatostells of the pre-Einsteinian
in
fact
of
the
Newtonian
manoeuvresto save
planetary
theory
misbehaviour,which makesthe generalpoint that ceterisparibus clausesare infinitelysubstitutablefor one another.3This
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the possibility of indefinite and rationally sustainable disagreement about counterfactualclaims. At least, the natural scientist
has, through experiment, a practical, if not theoreticallyconclusive, way of making the counterfactual factual.
Since Newton-Smith has performed the valuable service of
offering examples of underdeterminationof theories of time and
of space, I should do the same for social theories. If the reasons
for their underdeterminationsuggestedabove have any plausibility, it will of course be open to an objector to reject any suggested case of social scientific underdetermination,because the
theorieslack the kind of rigour in the specificationof their theoreticalterms and of their falsificationconditionsthat would make
them sufficiently well-formed to be labelled incompatible with
one another. But this very objection itself presupposesas an ideal
for social thories an end to the essentialcontestabilityof theoretical terms, a consensus about cognitive interests and a practically effective way of establishing the truth-value of counterfactual claims. This ideal may for many, perhaps most, areas of
social science be unattainable, or, rather, unattainable in any
world in essentialrespectsfamiliar to us.
Consider, as an example of theoretical underdetermination,
ranging across sociology, politics and economics, different
theories of the nature and role of the state. I choose this example, partly because it brings out well the force of all three of the
reasons for the underdeterminationof social theories proposed
above. Contending theories of the state quite generally illustrate
the theme of the underdeterminationof social theories, exhibiting disputes about the observationalcriteria of theoretical terms
(not least 'the state' itself), strikinglyopposed interestsgoverning
alternative doctrines of explanation, and contending and perhaps irresolvablecounterfactualclaims.
No empirical evidence is going to decide between, for example, the view, classicallyexpressedin the Ancient World by Aristotle and in the modern by Hegel, that the state is natural, the
embodiment of the human good and of justice, the condition of
a life lived in accordancewith virtue, that is, for the realisation
of ethical life; and, on the other hand, the view, common to the
Sophists,the Stoics, the ChristianFathers,medieval philosophers
before Aquinas, the theoristsof the Social Contract and the utilitarians, that the state is a conventional institution, an artifice, a
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human contrivance, a means of attaining certain ends. No evidence will enable us to decide between Hegel's view of the state
as inevitable and beneficient, standing above and outside civil
society, restraining the conflicting passions that arise within it,
and resolving the conflicts between its various components; and
Marx's view of the state as only conditionally necessary and of
its nature oppressive, a creature of civil society, reflecting the
conflictinginterestsand tensionswithin it, guarding and protecting a hierarchical class structure, and, however much its r6le
may be mystified, furtheringthe interestsof the ruling class. No
evidence is going to decide the issue between Bosanquet'sRousseauian theory of the state and Hobhouse's critique of it, or
between contemporarytheories of totalitarianismwhich see it as
the conquest of society by the state and those who see it as the
destructionof the state, seen as a legal structureof rules protecting individuals, by an all-powerful elite." Evidence cannot decide between contemporary liberal theories, such as those of
Galbraith and Milton Friedman, or among contemporaryneomarxist theories, such as those of Miliband, Poulantzas and
Habermas. The theoretical packages involved in these disputes
are both too inclusive and too internally coherent for it to be
possible that neutral evidence could decide between them.
Which theory is true, if any, is not, in cases such as these, empirically decidable.
To make this example a little more specific, considerthe opposition between so-called liberal-pluralistand marxist theories of
the liberal-democraticstate in capitalist societies. Summarizing
drastically,the first picture the state as a sort of political market
place, a neutral arena in which the autonomouslygenerated demands expressingthe interestsof the various sections and groups
within the population are articulated and aggregated. On one
view of the matter, the conflictinginterestsare mediated through
party competition, with politically neutral state agencies responsive to the outcomes of that competition; in another version, the
state agencies are directly accessible to the play of interest
groups, and their competition within the state either reinforces
or supplants party competition. The general claim is made that
the liberal-democratic state is diverse, open and penetrable
by any dissatisfiedgroup seeking a political voice. On this view,
the state is conceived as a set of constraining and enabling
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conditonsfavourableto open political competition,generatedelsewhere; any group not currently in the political arena or trying
to get in, thereby manifests a low level of dissatisfaction.This
implies the counterfactualclaim that, if that level were to rise,
such a group would both try to enter the arena and succeed in
defendingits interestswithin it.
Contrastthis with the neo-marxistview which, in various different versions, combines a number of theses about the state:
that it is an instrumentof class rule (a "committeefor managing
the common affairs of the bourgeoisie"),ua condition for the reproductionof capitalism and the class relations within it, a form
of illusory and alienated life, and itself an object of class
struggle.The general claim here is that the idea of diverse, open
and penetrablepolitics is an illusion, itself serving to conceal the
continual reproduction of class relationships. On this view, the
state is seen as a set of conditions which constrain and enable
continued class domination, partly by concealing it, diffusing or
defusingit at the political level. In contrastto the counterfactual
claims implicit in the liberal-pluralistposition, marxistsand neomarxists see the activities, ideology and forms of organisation
characteristicof the state as (perhapsindefinitely?) deflecting,defusing or postponing crises of capitalist relations of production
and the development of forms of class consciousnessand class
action both responsiveto and generative of such crises.
Liberal-pluralistsand neo-marxistsoffer contrasting accounts
of the increased r6le of the state in contemporary capitalist
economies. Thus Galbraith, in his American Capitalism, saw it
as in large part associatedwith the development of countervailing power:
In fact, the support of countervailingpower has become in
modern times perhaps the major domestic peacetime function of the federal government.Labour sought and received
it in the protection and assistance which the Wagner Act
providedto union organisation.Farmerssought and received
it in the form of federal price supports to their markets-a
direct subsidy of market power. Unorganised workershave
sought and received it in the form of minimum wage legislation.
For Galbraith "a large part of the state's new activity ... is asso-

ciated with the developmentof countervailingpower" and "sup-
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ports or supplements a normal economic process".'6 By contrast,
the marxist Ernest Mandel discussesthe way in which the r61eof
the "bourgeoisState as a weapon of capitalist class interests, is
concealed from both the actors and from the observersand victims of this tragi-comedyby the mystifying image of the State as
an arbiter between classes,a representativeof the 'national interest', a neutral and benevolent judge of the merits of all 'pluralist
forces'"-and he cites Galbraith'sAmerican Capitalism as "a
good example of such mystifying theses".' For Mandel, by contrast, the typical political decision of the state reflects
the class interestsof the bourgeoisiein the sense of promoting or consolidatingthe general conditions for the valorisation of capital, though it may simultaneouslyendanger particular interestsof even important sections of the bourgeois
class.
Indeed, the very "structureof the bourgeoisstate" resultsin "the
permanent prevention of any direct exercise of power (selfadministration)by the mass of the working-class"."
Particularlyinstructive from our point of view is the way in
which 'evidence' is used by opposite sides of this argument.
Mandel takes as an illustration "an account of the origins of
economic programmingin Great Britain provided by a leading
liberal-bourgeoisjournalist, and naively presented by this commentator as proof of the 'conversion'of capitalisminto a 'mixed
economy' in England"." The journalist, Samuel Brittan, wrote
as follows:
When Selwyn Lloyd entered the Treasury, he already
thought that long-termplanning of governmentexpenditure
was, like other things he believed in, 'common sense'. He
was converted to the belief that planning has something to
offer for the private sector as well by a conference of the
Federationof British Industries,held at Brighton at the end
of November I960, to consider 'the Next Five Years' ...
The Brighton Conferencewas attended by I21 leading businessmen and 31 guests, including the heads of government
departments and of the nationalised industries, and a few
economists ... During the course of I960, some of the more

active minds in the Treasury had, quite independently of
the FBI, become interested in new ideas for adding some
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zip to British industry ... there were a very small number
of officials who thought it was worth putting together the
forecasts and plans on which individual industrieswere already working,to see if they fitted together?.
Mandel's comment on this passage is this: "It would be difficult
to find a more obvious confirmationof the Marxist account of
the functions of the late bourgeois State than this candid report
of strategic decisions suggested by 'leading businessmen',empathised by high civil servants,and implementedby bourgeoispoliticians".'
An adequate discussionof the precise respects in which these
contending theories are indeed offering theoretically alternative
but empiricallyequivalent accounts would involve unravelling a
whole host of knotty and specific issues. But I hope that enough
has been said to show (i) that the issue of how 'the state' is conceptualised and its operations identified through observation is
essentiallyin dispute among both actors and observers; (2) that
alternative interests govern different theoretical packages yielding incompatible theories; and (3) quite opposite counterfactual
claims about what would occur but for the operations of the
state are at issue.
For liberal theories (of which, over the last three centuries
there have, of course,been many varieties),the state is outside or
above, and neutral between, the conflicting interests of civil
society: hence the images of a constitutional and institutional
framework,of the nightwatchmanor traffic-policeman(note the
difference between these: only the latter is functionally indispensable to the activity he regulates),of a political market-place
or a bureaucraticmachine. Its workingsare observed (that is, interpreted)in the form of political, economic and social policies
which are themselves interpreted in the light of a particular
theory of the socio-economicorder (which may be called capitalist, or 'post-capitalist').For marxist theories (of which there
have been, similarly, many versions)the state is, by contrast, an
intrinsic part of the capitalist order, central to its relations of
production and never neutral between the conflicting, or rather
contradictory,interestsgeneratedwithin it, though it may be relatively autonomous from any particular interests at any given
time: hence the images of instrument and condition of class
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rule, alienated life-form, and object of class struggle,Its workings
are observed(that is, interpreted)in the form of political, economic and social policies which are themselves interpreted in the
light of a particulartheory of the capitalist mode of production.
These alternative sets of theories are at odds at many levels,
including the methodological, epistemological,moral and political: indeed, one might even say that one issue between them is
the question of what is real and what apparent. For the marxist,
liberal pluralism conceals the reality of capitalist domination;
whereas, for the liberal, marxist theory postulates exploitation
and contradictionswere none exist.
Clearly, one central form that their rivalry takes is over the
question of non-events or counterfactuals. For the liberal, the
r1le of the state is explained against the background assumption
of the normal working of a capitalist economy, though liberals
have differed widely over how and to what extent the state
either helps or hinders that normal working. For the marxist,
however, one central r1le of the state is to contributeto the prevention of crises, of the development of class consciousnessand
eventual social revolution, and the socialist order that it would
make possible. Some might suppose that the arrival of that revolution might finally decide the matter, but, needless to say, both
liberalsand marxistswould then have competing and incompatible accounts of why it came about, just as they now have such
accounts of its continuing non-arrival.
III
Here I wish simply to raise a doubt about the frameworkof the
above discussion,in relation to the social sciences. To speak of
the underdeterminationof theory by data is to assumethat there
are unambiguouslyinterpretabledata of which it can truly be
said that they are neutral between rival theories which are underdeterminedby them. But can this suppositionbe sustainedfor
all the data of the social sciences?Does it make sense to say of
the desires,beliefs and actions of human beings that they can be
uniquely captured by "observationsentences that are suited for
use in reporting observable events in the external world" and,
furthermore,that this can be done "without regard to whether
observerswere at the place and time at which they occurred"?
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Consider again the description of the Brighton Conference
given by Samuel Brittan. What, after all, was being discussed
there? Are we to answer this question by simply reporting what
was said at it? But the texts of the speeches given there will
themselves need interpretation.Even supposing the participants
all to have been sincere (a supposition itself requiring considerable explication),are we to take the meaning of what they said to
be what they intended to be understoodby their listeners (which
listeners?)?If so, how is this to be ascertained?Or have we any
licence (and, if so, how much?) to interprettheir meaning in the
light of what we take to be their purposes (and how are these to
be identified?),where these might conflict with their intentions?
Or might that meaning go beyond their purposes,which themselves might require interpretation?If so, should we consider
their interests,and, if so, how are these to be identified?And so
on. On the face of it, it would seem that reference to actors' interpretations is both indispensable and non-definitive, which
poses acute problems of verification and falsification in this
whole area.
These questions raise deep and complex issues. Some writers
assume there to be a determinateanswer to the question of how
agents' desires,beliefs and actions are to be interpreted,however
difficult it may be of access, and some, such as Winch, offer a
methodology for arriving at it. Others are so impressed by the
methodological problems of interpretation that they are led to
conclude that the answer is indeterminate, and some, such as
Quine, offer philosophical arguments for the conclusion that it
must be. My own suspicion, for what it is worth, is that, while
writers of the first kind have not succeeded in establishing a
methodology that yields a convincing determinateanswer, those
of the second kind are led, without adequate justification, to
erect a profound methodological difficulty into an unwarranted
ontologicalclaim.
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